The Arts Administration Minor was designed as a two-way street with Paul College. COLA students take at least two courses at PAUL and PAUL students take at least three courses in the fine and performing arts (Music, Art, Theatre & Dance). The different requirements, based on which college the student is in, can make what courses to take a little confusing.

Here are some basic guidelines:
COLA students are required to take one course in accounting (ACC 501), one course in marketing (MKTG 530) and THDA 541: Arts Administration and Entrepreneurship. This covers 3 of 5 courses required for the minor.

It is important to note that ADMIN 502 and ADMIN 585 are listed but are only available for PAUL students. These are major-only courses. COLA students need to take the non-major “survey” classes.

For the two remaining courses:
COLA students can take any of the courses offered by PAUL on the list of elective courses, and/or: ARTS 510 Principles of Design and/or THDA 791 Internship in Theatre and Dance with a focus on Arts Administration.

ARTS 510 and THDA 791 are the ONLY COLA courses students can take to satisfy the minor.

COLA students can use PAUL 450: Personal Finance to count for both the Discovery Quantitative Reasoning requirement and the Arts Administration minor. A typical Arts Administration minor would likely be:

- PAUL 450: Personal Finance (also fulfills Discovery Quantitative Reasoning requirement.)
- ACC 501: Survey of Accounting
- MKTG 530: Survey of Marketing
- THDA 541: Arts Administration and Entrepreneurship
- One from following: ARTS 510: Principles of Design or THDA 791: Internship or any PAUL COLLEGE course on the list of electives.

COLA students do not HAVE to take PAUL 450. If the student has already fulfilled their Quantitative Reasoning Discovery requirement, they can take any of the PAUL electives, ARTS 510 or THDA 791. For this student, their courses would be:

- ACC 501: Survey of Accounting
- MKTG 530: Survey of Marketing
- THDA 541: Arts Administration and Entrepreneurship
- Two from following: ARTS 510: Principles of Design or THDA 791: Internship or any PAUL COLLEGE course on the list of electives.